The new E-Buzzard makes it easier than ever for one person to handle the removal of an animal. Freeing other employees to continue their duties, that keep your organization running profitably.

With its competitive price, this highly maneuverable machine is more stable over ramps and obstacles than any track system. It’s easy on the back, mind and checkbook.

More Powerful & Efficient:
- 3/4 HP Balder Motor
- 4000 pound winch
- Variable speed forward & reverse
- Designed to haul up to 4 market hogs or 8 growers, easy dump hauler for smaller pigs
- Ideal for multi-barn sites
- Weighs a massive 330 pounds

Durable, Flexible & Weather Proof:
- All terrain tires, work in snow, mud & slippery concrete
- Easy steering with a stable 24 inch base
- Built to last decades
- Works great in sow barns with 30 inch corners
- No track system to maintain
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**Boar Bot 2.0**

#1 Boar Motivator in the World

- Eliminates injuries
- 95% less boar/worker contact
- Increases farrowing rates by 2-10%
- Generates profit in the first 6 months
- 1.5 times faster than original Boar Bot

**Boar Hearse**

Makes Light Work of Big Animals

- Boar Bot Options
- Hearse Attachment
- Side guard better focuses boar's attention
- Stainless steel body for added life of machine
- Narrow model 17.5” w and 475 lb.

**Boar Broom**

A True Walk-Behind Broom

- Reduce Flies
- Designed specifically for hog barns
- Rotating broom sweeps either left or right
- Heavy duty 12 volt DC drive

**Wash Hand**

Make Light Work of your Dirty Work

- Cuts wash time by 85-90%
- Reduces worker health concerns
- Self-propelled
- Use your existing pressure washing system
- Simple and affordable

**Boar Buzzard**

Lift 2000 lbs. With Almost No Effort

- Do the work of 3-4 people in less time with 1 machine
- Your Boar Buzzard will never need a chiropractor
- Designed for narrow alleys and difficult corners
- Unique 4-wheel steering

*Also available as an add-on function to your Boar Bot*

**EVO Cleaner**

The Best Cleaning Robot on the Market

- New control system
- Cleans 20-25% faster
- Multiple movements with its double nozzle
- Over 500 different programs
- User-friendly and can communicate via a mobile 4G connection
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